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THOSE who’ve been raising alarms about Facebook are right: Almost every minute that we spend 
on our smartphones and tablets and laptops, thumbing through favorite websites and scrolling 
through personalized feeds, we’re pointed toward foregone conclusions. We’re pressured to con-
form.!
But unseen puppet masters on Mark Zuckerberg’s payroll aren’t to blame. We’re the real culprits. 
When it comes to elevating one perspective above all others and herding people into culturally and 
ideologically inflexible tribes, nothing that Facebook does to us comes close to what we do to our-
selves.!
I’m talking about how we use social media in particular and the Internet in general — and how we 
let them use us. They’re not so much agents as accomplices, new tools for ancient impulses, part 
of “a long sequence of technological innovations that enable us to do what we want,” noted the so-
cial psychologist Jonathan Haidt, who wrote the 2012 best seller “The Righteous Mind,” when we 
spoke last week.!
“And one of the things we want is to spend more time with people who think like us and less with 
people who are different,” Haidt added. “The Facebook effect isn’t trivial. But it’s catalyzing or am-
plifying a tendency that was already there.”!
By “the Facebook effect” he didn’t mean the possibility, discussed extensively over recent weeks, 
that Facebook manipulates its menu of “trending” news to emphasize liberal views and sources. 
That menu is just one facet of Facebook.!
More prevalent for many users are the posts we see from friends and from other people and 
groups we follow on the network, and this information is utterly contingent on choices we ourselves 
make. If we seek out, “like” and comment on angry missives from Bernie Sanders supporters, we’ll 
be confronted with more angry missives from more Sanders supporters. That’s the crucial dynam-
ic, algorithm or whatever you want to call it. That’s the trap and curse of our lives online.!
The Internet isn’t rigged to give us right or left, conservative or liberal — at least not until we rig it 
that way. It’s designed to give us more of the same, whatever that same is: one sustained note 
from the vast and varied music that it holds, one redundant fragrance from a garden of infinite pos-
sibility.!
So it goes with the fiction we read, the movies we watch, the music we listen to and, scarily, the 
ideas we subscribe to. They’re not challenged. They’re validated and reinforced. By bookmarking 
given blogs and personalizing social-media feeds, we customize the news we consume and the 
political beliefs we’re exposed to as never before. And this colors our days, or rather bleeds them 
of color, reducing them to a single hue.!
Then we marvel at the Twitter mobs that swarm in defense of Sanders or the surreal success of 
Donald Trump’s candidacy, whose historical tagline may well be “All I know is what’s on the Inter-
net.”!
“Technology makes it much easier for us to connect to people who share some single common in-
terest,” said Marc Dunkelman, adding that it also makes it easier for us to avoid “face-to-face inter-
actions with diverse ideas.” We’re less committed to, and trustful of, large institutions than we were 
at times in the past. We question their wisdom and substitute it with the groupthink of micro-com-
munities, many of which we’ve formed online, and their sensibilities can be more peculiar and un-
forgiving.!
Facebook, along with other social media, definitely conspires in this. Haidt noted that it often dis-
courages dissent within a cluster of friends by accelerating shaming. He pointed to the enforced 
political correctness among students at many colleges.!
“Facebook allows people to react to each other so quickly that they are really afraid to step out of 
line,” he said.!
But that’s not about a lopsided news feed. It’s not about some sorcerer’s algorithm. It’s about a 
tribalism that has existed for as long as humankind has and is now rooted in the fertile soil of the 
Internet, which is coaxing it toward a full and insidious flower.
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